We report on the exciton formation and relaxation dynamics following photocarrier injection in a single-layer two-dimensional lead-iodide perovskite. We probe the time evolution of four distinct exciton resonances by means of time-resolved photoluminescence and transient absorption spectroscopies, and find that at 5 K a subset of excitons form on a 1-ps timescale, and that these relax subsequently to lower-energy excitons on ∼ 5-10 ps with a marked temperature dependence over < 100 K. We implement a mode projection analysis that determines the relative contribution of all observed phonons with frequency ≤50 cm −1 to inter-exciton nonadiabatic coupling, which in turn determines the rate of exciton relaxation. This analysis ranks the relative contribution of the phonons that participate in polaronic lattice distortions to the exciton inter-conversion dynamics and thus establishes their role in the nonadiabatic mixing of exciton states, and this in the exciton relaxation rate.
lattice coordinates, predominantly involving motion within the two-dimensional lead iodide layer. This suggests a complex scenario for carrier relaxation and exciton formation where excitation dynamics may be driven by specific lattice phonons that also participate in the lattice polaronic reconfiguration. Here, we address the role of the phonon modes that dress the exciton-polarons in the exciton relaxation dynamics and differentiate between active driving modes from passive spectator modes.
We employ temperature-dependent transient absorption and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopies on (PEA) 2 PbI 4 (PEA = phenylethylammonium), a prototypical 2D-HOIP. We use a mode projection scheme [13] [14] [15] [16] , in which experimentally measured phonon frequencies and Huang-Rhys parameters [12] are used to construct the smallest possible subspace of modes that optimizes the electron-phonon coupling that drives exciton dynamics.
We find that a subset of three modes is sufficient to reproduce the experimentally measured electron-phonon coupling parameters, and we link these to the formation dynamics of the lowest-energy exciton on picosecond timescales. We, therefore, conclude that these specific modes drive the exciton formation dynamics, with the rest of the polaronic dressing modes playing a spectator role. With this analysis, we highlight the correlation between the phonon dynamics that define exciton polarons and photo-excitation relaxation dynamics following hot carrier injection, which is of fundamental importance in light-emitting diodes and related optoelectronic technologies.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS Linear Spectroscopy
The absorption and time-integrated photoluminescence (PL) spectra of a polycrystalline film of single-layer (PEA) 2 PbI 4 at a temperature of 5 K are presented in Fig. 1 . We have reported the complete structural and optical characterization of this material elsewhere [8, 9] . Four distinct transitions (labelled A*, A, B and B*) are observed in the absorption spectrum, with the most intense resonance (A) peaked at 2.36 eV, which is 253 meV below a sharp continuum band edge (labelled CB) [9] . Four features (labelled α*, α, β and β*) are also observed in the PL spectrum, and are red-shifted by approximately 35 meV from their associated peaks in the absorption spectrum. The relative intensity of these peaks differs color. We note that the PL spectrum is not corrected for the experimental spectral response.
from those observed in the absorption spectrum, indicating inter-species relaxation before the population of the final emissive states. To probe these exciton dynamics, we performed transient absorption (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectroscopies.
Exciton formation and decay dynamics
We first focus on dynamics observed in TRPL at a temperature of 5 K upon injection of hot carriers by tuning the pump energy to 3.06 eV, displayed in Fig. 2(a) . The four transitions identified in the time-integrated PL spectrum are also observed, but with contrasting temporal evolution. Within the picosecond time resolution of our instrument, we observe prompt formation of features β and β*, and they decay on a longer picosecond timescale, concomitant with a rise of feature α, followed by feature α*. We note that this TRPL behavior is consistent with that reported previously [17] .
We observe related dynamics in corresponding TA measurements upon pumping at 3.06 eV and probing the exciton bleach spectral region. The differential transmission (∆T /T ) spectrum under these conditions is shown in Fig. 2(b) . In general, the transient bleach lineshape in HOIPs is dominated by carrier thermalization [18, 19] , exciton-screening mechanisms [20] , and photoinduced changes of the permittivity function [21] , so we refrain from mapping the bleach lineshape onto the linear spectrum. We note, however, that a positive feature with instrument-limited rise time at a probe photon energy of 2.45 eV decays on sub-picosecond timescales, concomitant with the evolution of an initially negative feature at a probe energy of 2.36 eV into a longer-lived positive component. We also highlight a negative differential transmission feature at a probe energy of 2.32 eV, which rises within hundreds of femtoseconds and monotonously decays over tens of picoseconds. We note the similarity in the timescale of the transient behavior of the feature at 2.36 eV in the TA spectrum with the rise time of the α peak in Fig 2(a) . We also associate the decay of the 2.32-eV negative signal in Fig. 2(b) with that of the β peak in Fig. 2(a) .
We examine further the TA spectral features by resonantly exciting the two main excitonic transitions, namely pumping exciton B or A. These TA spectra are presented in Fig. 2 (c) and (d), respectively. Upon pumping exciton B, we observe similar temporal evolution at 2.36 eV, namely an initially negative signal that evolves into a positive signal with a time constant of several picoseconds. On the other hand, when we pump exciton A resonantly, we only observe the corresponding rise of a positive signal at that probe energy. This supports the conjecture that the dynamics at this probe energy represent the B → A exciton conversion, and can be associated with the dynamics of the β peak in TRPL. We also note that the relaxation dynamics probing at 2.32 eV are weakly dependent on whether we excite into the conduction band or either exciton.
The picture that emerges from Fig. 2 is that upon injection of hot photocarriers at a temperature of 5 K, these recombine to populate excitons B and B* within ∼ 1 ps. These excitons feed excitons A and A* over several picoseconds, and the resulting population decays on tens of picoseconds. We next consider the decay dynamics of the transient feature at 2.32 eV given its omnipresence at all three pump energies. Given non-exponential decay behavior, we plot the inverse half-life as a function of pump energy. The decay-rate dependence on pump energy at 5 K is presented in Fig. 3 (a), along with the low-temperature absorption spectrum for comparison. The decay rates increase monotonously with increasing excess energy above the continuum band edge. This pump-energy dependence is consistent with carrier cooling dynamics driven by phonon scattering. We highlight that even at this low temperature, the relaxation time ranges from ∼ 1.5 ps at the highest probed energy to ∼ 20 ps near the bandedge. Such rapid relaxation dynamics are unsurprising in a semiconductor in which electron-phonon coupling is strong. Strikingly, when pumping resonantly exciton B, the decay rate is about an order of magnitude lower than that upon resonant pumping of exciton A. This marked pump excitation spectrum reveals that the exciton decay rate depends strongly on the nature of the vertical excitation: pumping into the conduction band reflects a pump energy dependence that is consistent with hot carrier relaxation [22, 23] , while excitons that are pumped resonantly display clear spectral structure on the decay rate.
Given the resonant exciton-phonon coupling excitation spectrum reported in Ref. 12, this implies that excitons are locked depending on the polaronic nature of the vertical excitation.
The temperature dependence of the 1/e decay time of the same 2.32-eV TA feature upon 3.06-eV excitation is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . This decay lifetime exhibits a non-trivial behavior, first decreasing with increasing temperature before reaching a minimum around 100 K and then slowly rising again up to room temperature. In order to gain deeper insights into the dynamics at play following hot carrier photoexcitation, we also plot the temperature dependence of the rise time of feature α in TRPL in Fig. 2(a) , defined as the time taken
for the signal to reach 90% of its maximum value from 10% of that value. This rise time qualitatively follows that of the 2.32-eV transient decay time over the probed temperature range. Under these excitation conditions, we thus assign the decay of this TA feature with the rate of B → A exciton interconversion. Supposing that this process is thermally activated, we fit the low temperature (< 150 K) decay time τ 1/e with an inverted Arrhenius equation which reads
where E act is the activation energy of the interconversion process, C is a proportionality constant, T is the temperature, k B is the Boltzmann constant and Γ 0 is the zero-temperature rate. From this, we extract an activation energy of 4 ± 1 meV, which is close to the energies of low-frequency phonons observed by vibrational coherences identified on top of the TA dynamics [12] . Those coherences involve phonons characterized by octahedral twist coupled to Pb-I-Pb bending motion, as well as Pb displacement coupled Pb-I-Pb bending. This suggests that the lattice motion coupled distinctly to excitons A and B [12] are involved in driving the exciton interconversion dynamics.
In this section, we have exploited the apparent correlations between the rise time of feature α in TRPL with the decay time of feature near the A* absorption (2.32 eV) in TA to interpret the dependence dynamics of the A* exciton on pump energy. From the TRPL measurement presented in Fig. 2(a) , we deduced that excitons cascade from the conduction band into exciton B* and then trickle down the excitonic ladder until they reach exciton A*.
Therefore, the rise time of feature α in TRPL corresponds to the time taken by B excitons to transfer to state A. Based on this and the matching dependencies of feature A* in TA and α in TRPL, we interpret the former as being related to transfer of excitons from state B to A. According to the pump energy dependence of the decay time of these features, we conjecture that the polaronic character of the excited transition dictates the transfer rate.
Mode projection analysis
We now examine more rigorously the mechanistic role that these lattice dynamics play in the conversion of exciton B → A. Our approach involves a simplified model that consists of a system with electronic states |A and |B coupled to a set Q of phonon modes q using as input experimental mode frequencies and Huang-Rhys factors reported in reference 12.
We represent the electron-phonon coupling by the compact notation
where g i are the linear force vectors due to electrons acting on the lattice, g iq are coupling constants, a † q and a q are phonon creation and annihilation operators, respectively, and [a q , a † q ] = δ. In general, these are referenced to a particular electronic energy minimum. For the case at hand, we use the electronic ground-state whereby the modes q are measured and assigned by a ground-state density-functional-theory calculation and the couplings by the experimental relative Huang-Rhys factors λ iq such that g 2 iq = ( ω q ) 2 λ iq [12] . The model
Hamiltonian then reads
where A(B) is the energy of exciton A (B) and V AB is the phonon-mediated nonadiabatic coupling term for excitons A and B. The second term in Eq. 3 contains the electron-phonon couplings in Eq. 2, and the third term accounts for the vibrational energy and sums over all the relevant phonons q. By diagonalizing this Hamiltonian, the role of V AB is to mix the diagonal states A and B, which is a necessary ingredient in the radiationless transition B → A. Physically, the spectrum of phonon-driven fluctuations in V AB gives rise to a so-called spectral density [24, 25] 
where
is the autocorrelation function of the polaron-transformed electron-phonon coupling operator in the Heisenberg representation, where · · · denotes a thermal average. The function C BA (t) thus contains all the information on the nonadiabatic coupling of states A and B due to the ensemble of phonons q. We will evaluate this function as a means to examine the role of polaronic-dressing phonons found in Ref. 12 . The explicit form for the kernel in Eq. 4 is quite lengthy and is given in Refs. 14 and 26.
At the adiabatic transition frequencyω BA , Eq. 5 produces the golden-rule B → A transition rate constant,
However, given that the absolute value of the experimental Huang-Rhys factors is unknown, our analysis does not produce the diabatic coupling (or mixing angle) needed to directly compute this rate constant, so we will restrict our analysis to the evaluation of Eq. 5, which will permit quantitative examination of the role of specific phonons in the exciton dynamics reported above.
In general, the sum in Eq. 5 spans all phonon modes, Q = {q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q N }. Insight can be gained by analyzing which of these give the most important contributions to the conversion of exciton B to A. For this, we use the "mode-projection" approach developed by Bittner et al., which uses a Lanczos projection scheme to construct the smallest possible subspace which optimizes the electron-phonon coupling. The result is a list of modes Q opt = {q a , q b , q c , · · · } ranked according to their electronic coupling. We can then calculate the correlation function C BA (t) and spectral density S BA (ω) with these new modes. Including all the modes gives the exact correlation function. However, we gain insight into the dynamics of the transition by comparing the convergence with respect to the number of modes included in the summation in Eq. 5. This analysis does not depend upon the diabatic coupling for Hamiltonians in which the off-diagonal term is independent of the phonon coordinates [13] [14] [15] [16] , and therefore does not necessitate knowledge of the absolute Huang-Rhys parameters.
In On the face of this analysis, it would seem that the exciton B → A dynamics are primarily driven by the M2 motion with other modes largely playing a spectator role by accommodating the associated energy change [13] [14] [15] [16] . Nevertheless, the inclusion of all phonons, but predominantly M1, and M5, and M6, is necessary to reproduce the exact spectral density.
Polaronic dressing phonons for excitons A and B therefore play active roles to a varying degree in driving inter-conversion dynamics in a way that is ranked according to Fig. 4 . 
DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have reported that upon hot photocarrier injection at 5 K, exciton B, as labelled in Fig. 1 , is populated on a sub-picosecond timescale, and that it feeds the population of exciton A within < 10 ps. We have furthermore addressed whether phonons identified via coherences resulting from impulsive stimulated Raman processes on top of the TA dynamics are spectator modes or whether they drive the observed exciton interconversion dynamics. We have concluded that the polaronic-dressing phonon modes drive exciton inter-conversion, with a dominant contribution of an in-plane phonon mode with frequency 35 cm −1 , involving combined octahedral twist and Pb-I-Pb bending [8] . This conclusion highlights the role of exciton-phonon coupling, which we have previously ascribed to the polaronic nature of excitons in 2D-HOIPs [9] , in their relaxation dynamics. Given that the thermal activation energy for the B → A inter-conversion matches the energies of the driving phonons, and that these phonons are known to dress excitons A and B distinctly [12] , we put forth here that polaronic modes not only dominate the vibrational coupling between excitons, but are the ones driving the inter-exciton conversion process. We underline that without knowledge of the absolute Huang-Rhys factors for each modes, it is not possible to assess their absolute contribution to the B → A excitonic inter-conversion rate as required in Eq. 6. Nonetheless, using the mode projection analysis permits us to establish the active role of polaronic modes on exciton dynamics with confidence. This conclusion is supported by the observation that if such an interconversion process is driven by phonons, one expects the process to have a corresponding activation energy as we observe here.
Importantly, a previous report on TRPL measurements on 2D-HOIPs at low temperature revealed similar step-like temporal evolution as the one presented in Fig. 2 (a) [17] . In that work, the spectral fine structure was interpreted as a vibronic progression from a single excitonic state. This led the authors to interpret the short-time PL decay as the non-Kasha emission of population relaxing down a unique vibrational manifold associated with the exciton. That interpretation was able to rationalize the spectral ineshape and dynamics.
While this is certainly plausible given the early-time lineshape, we might expect that the excitation spectrum would be described within a Franck-Condon progression incorporating relevant optically active modes [12] , which should be manifested throughout the excitation and B have distinct biexciton spectral structure [8] . Indeed, if distinct excitons are dressed differently by phonons, this difference should also be manifested in the resulting composite multi-particle binding energy, whereas a single exciton reflected in a vibronic progression should not display distinct binding energies by the phonon replicas.
We consider that polaronic effects determine in a more general way the exciton dynamics in 2D-HIOPs. In a separate work, we argued that polaronic effects also play an important role in modulating exciton many-body quantum dynamics [27] , although for different reasons as those presented in this paper. Many-body quantum dynamics are mediated by the electron-hole Coulomb field produced between excitons, which is dynamically screened by polaronic coupling. We have proposed that this polaronic protection mechanism is responsible for the weakening of exciton-exciton elastic scattering processes by two-to-three orders of magnitude compared to other monolayer two-dimensional materials that are not strongly polaronic [27] . Our view from that separate work is that polaronic effects are instrumental to attenuate long-range Coulomb-mediated elastic scattering. In contrast, here we argue that the phonon modes that are active in the long-range polaronic screening of excitons, in fact, are also key in the nonadiabatic electronic dynamics of the system, driving transitions from one electronic state to another.
The conclusions reached in this paper concerning the mechanism behind the relaxation dynamics of photoexcitations are far-reaching for the design of high-efficiency lasers and light-emitting diodes using this class of materials. Knowledge of the relaxation and recombination mechanism of injected carriers to form the emissive state is of central fundamental importance, particularly concerning the role of lattice coupling in the nonadiabatic relaxation dynamics. This report provides strong evidence of the importance of polaronic effects in this broad class of materials. Not only do they lead to a distinct dressing of photocarriers by the lattice modes [12] , modulate exciton [9] and biexciton [8] binding energies, and screen them from many-body interactions [27] , but they also drive their relaxation dynamics. Our view is that the consequences of polaronic effects on excitonic properties of 2D-HOIPs is clear, but we have limited understanding regarding the mechanism behind this distinct polaronic nature, and indeed, the extent to which polaronic effects fundamentally give rise to multiple excitons via diverse polaron-free-carrier correlation, or whether the multiple ex- 
METHODS

Sample preparation
For the preparation of (PEA) 2 PbI 4 thin films (PEA = phenylethylammonium), the precursor solution (0.25 M) of (PEA) 2 PbI 4 was prepared by mixing (PEA)I (Dyesol) with PbI 2 in 1:1 ratio in N,N-dimethylformamide(DMF). For example, 62.3 mg of (PEA)I and 57.6 mg of PbI 2 were dissolved in 500 µL of DMF (anhydrous, Sigma Aldrich). The thin films were prepared by spin coating the precursor solutions on fused-silica substrates at 4000 rpm, 30 s, followed by annealing at 100
• C for 30 min. The extensive structural characterization of these films are reported in our earlier works [8, 9] .
Ultrafast differential transmission measurements
Differential Transmission spectroscopy measurements were performed using an ultrafast laser system (Pharos Model PH1-20-0200-02-10, Light Conversion) emitting 1030-nm pulses at 100 KHz, with an output power of 20 W and pulse duration of ∼ 220 fs. Experiments were carried out in an integrated transient absorption/time-resolved photoluminescence commercial setup (Light Conversion Hera). Pump wavelengths in the spectral range 360-2600 nm were generated by feeding 10 W from the laser output to a commercial optical parametric amplifier (Orpheus, Light Conversion, Lithuania), while 2 W are focused onto a sapphire crystal to obtain a single-filament white-light continuum covering the spectral range 
